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Introductory Remarks to Symposium 36

Transformations of visual representation
 from the retina to the cortex

Norma Kühn and Helene Schreyer, Leuven (Belgium) and 
Basel (Switzerland)

Vision is one of the most studied senses. Yet, we are still 
working to solve the intricate transformations that lead 
from the light-triggered signals in our photoreceptors to a 
neural representation of complex scenes in the cortex. In 
early visual processing, retina, primary visual thalamus and 
cortex were often studied in isolation, with very different 
concepts of cell types and visual representation. Anecdotal 
evidence about their connectedness led to misconceptions 
of their respective roles. However, recent technological 
advances allow the simultaneous recording of large popu-
lations of neurons and their inputs in the respective areas. 
Together with sequencing techniques these provide a more 
complete picture of how information is transformed along 
this major visual pathway. To embed these results into a 
coherent framework, dialogue between experts from these 
areas is essential.

In this symposium, we aim to explore the distinct perspecti-
ves and their intersection on cell types, circuits, and visual 
feature representation to build a coherent model of visual 
processing in the brain. Questions we aim to address: How 
are the features extracted by the retina used in the visual 
thalamus and cortex? How do the representations of visual 
information change? What are the underlying mechanis-
ms? How are cell types and visual features defined in the 
respective areas? And what is the significance of a single 
neuron firing compared to a population when representing 
visual information?
We will start in the retina, looking at the retinal ganglion 
cell types and their distinctive projection patterns (G. 
Schwartz). From there, we turn to efficient coding theories 
as a tool to understand encoding and transfer of visual 
information (W. Młynarski). Next, we learn how visual 
inputs from the retina and colliculus are coordinated in 
the primary visual thalamus (L. Liang). We will end with 
exploring the feedforward mechanisms of the emergence 
of pattern selectivity in the visual cortex (L. Glickfeld) and 
the role of visual experience in the development of cortical 
orientation selectivity (S. Trägenap). 
With these unique perspectives from the retina, primary 
visual thalamus, cortex and theory, we hope to stimulate 
new experimental ideas and analysis for hypothesis testing 
along this major visual pathway.
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Chairs: Norma Kühn and Helene Schreyer,
Leuven (Belgium) and Basel (Switzerland)

13:00  Gregory Schwartz, Chicago, USA
  RetiNal gaNglioN Cell typology aNd
  pRojeCtioN patteRNS iN tHe bRaiN (S36-1)

13:25  Wiktor Młynarski, Klosterneuburg, austria
  NUaNCeS aNd ReFiNeMeNtS oF eFFiCieNt
  CodiNg tHeoRieS (S36-2)

13:50  liang liang, New Haven, USa 
  CoNveRgeNCe oF diStiNCt viSUal
  StReaMS iN tHe MoUSe pRiMaRy viSUal
  THALAmUS (S36-3)

14:15  lindsey glickfeld, durham, USa
  FeedFoRWaRd MeCHaNiSMS oF CRoSS-
  oRieNtatioN iNteRaCtioNS (S36-4)

14:40  Sigrid Trägenap, Frankfurt/main
  expeRieNCe dRiveS tHe developMeNt oF
  Novel, Reliable CoRtiCal SeNSoRy RepRe-
  SeNtatioNS FRoM eNdogeNoUSly StRUC-
  tURed NetWoRKS (S36-5)

14:50  Concluding Remarks
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